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Don't trust to theory: test the breakingstrain

Waiting for wife or eirl-friend? Keep busy this way. Colin
Fletcherpractises what he preaches.

of the knots you tie yourself
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catch fish, sits under a tree experimenting with knots. The
raveller is always being broken by "huge" fish and spends
countlesshours cursing cast-makers.
For a quiet, happy, and successfullife, aim somewhere
between these extremes.
It's all very well to know that a half blood knot in nylon
causesan averageloss of 24 per cent tensile strength. It's
even better to know that the figure for an anchor hitch is
8 to 10 per cent. But the really important fact to remember
is that these figures from a manufacturer's leaflet were
determined by a researchworker in a laboratory.
As a guide, the research worker's results are fine. But
what you want to know is whether your half. blood knot
is better than your anchor hitch on your nylon.
So go ahead and test them. Test the gnarled and bulky
knots you tie in your cast when you're actually fishingnot the svelte jobs the research worker produces in his
laboratory, with every loop and coil fitting snugly at the
right angle.
Remember that all you want to do is compare two knots.
You don't need complicated equipment-not even a spring
balance.
Just take a length of. your gut or nylon, the stuff you'll
be fishing with. Tie in it the two knots you want to compare.
Then pull.
Note which knot breaks. Tie two more. Pull again. And
go on until you're satisfied with the results.
The first time I tried, I wanted to decide on the best loop
for the top of a fly cast. The blood bight loop beat the
figure-of-eight 5-0.
Next I knotted hooks to each end of a short length of
nylon. Up came another 5-0 victory-for
the half blood
over an old favourite of mine that whips neatly around the
shank of a hook.
Next I took two trout flies and tied them to each end of
the nylon---one with a half blood, the other with a turle.
This time, the way the knot was tied made all the difterence.The game got quite exciting when, with the score 3-3,
the nylon broke in the middle! Eventually the half blood
edgedhome l0-8.
But as I say, the tying of the knot seemed to be the
deciding factor. If I took great care over the turle, making
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srrc it lay neat and snug, its rating improved. It was while
I was thinking about this difterence in the way a given knot
is tied that I realised the importance of personaftesting.
For example, you may be a genius at half bloods and a
boob at anchor hitches. In that case,whatever the research
worker's percentages,the half blood is probably the knot
for you.
Again, if you have a "turle fixation', it would probably
be a psychological error to use any other knot lor fliei.
Fishing is fortunately much more than the extraction of
fish from water.
Don't forget that even your test results, like the research
worker's, are only a guide to practical use. Breaking strain
isn't the whole story. The half blood, for example, is more
visible than the turle. Then you have to considei the way a
fly sits or a bait fishes when the hook is tied on with
different knots. Most important of all, there's ..gut fatigue',
-something like metal fatigue in airframes.
continual cas.,.g puts a colossal strain on the line be_
yond the rod top-and that's where the knots are. We all
know the man who heaves out heavy lures with threadline
tackle and wonders why, every now and then, the whole
works shoots out over the water, unattached. Again, a long
battle with a fish sometimes causesan unexplainid break at
a knot. To find out the effect of continual casting on
different knots, you can subject them to tests under varying
strains.. . . but if you do, you'll be well on the waj, to
becoming a reveller in knots.
- So, if you're really interested in fishing, go back to
simple experiments with a length of nylon.
There's no need to set aside a whole evening. Just carry
a piece of nylon in your pocket; and, during those regular
45-minute intervals when your girl-friend ii late or your
wife puts the finishing touches to her face, go ahead with
yory--experiments. If you're an experienced interval-waiter,
you'll soon be carrying a couple of hooks to try different
knots. If so, don't forget the string to slip round the hooks
so that you can get a good pull.
For results even closer to natural conditions, do your
experiments at the waterside. That way you're more likely
to make a true copy of the knot the fish will pull againsi.
A convenient time is while lunch is digesting or the fish
qe--og holi{ay. For test:ng loops there are always plenty
of little sticks around. Just pass them through tnetoops to
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form handgrips. When testing blood knots or droppers,
s!o-pthe nylon from cutting your hands by wrapping iomething around them. A cloth rod-case doej fine.
Of course, to test knots under really vital conditions,
you'll have to stop fishing and get to work with the nylon
at crucial moments: when a north-easter is fysszing the
yatgr in your rod-rings and knot-tying is an agonizing and
ineffircient business; or at that heart-thumping, fingerfumbling moment when you spot the 2 lb. trbuirising at
the tail of the pool.
That's the real testing time for your knots. If you have
the self-discipline and courage to stop fishing at such crises
and to, experiment with knots in nylon . . . then pull
yourself up short. Becausethis .:me you'll know you hlve
become a full-blooded, dyed-in-the-nylon revefer. you
won't deserve to catch that 2-pounder-and you almost
certainly won't.
- Keep a senseof proportion. Confine your experiments to
the practical side of the figures the research workers produce. Don't start doubting whether nylon monofilament
really does absorb only 7.6 per cent water. you can, if you
like, compare your knots in dyed and undyed nylon to see
if you agree with the research workers that there's no
difierence. But the practical thing to do is to compare just
the knots. Compare your half blood and yozr anchor hitch.
Then see if you agree, roughly speaking, with the research
workers'findings that these knots causea loss of strengt!
compared with unknotted nylon of. ?A per cent and g to
10 per cent respectively.
Of course, if by any chance you find that . . . but what's
!h4 !rg" say? I haven't given you my results comparing the
half blood and the anchor hitch? Of course not. They were
tor my half blood and my anchor hitch.
Now you go and try yours.
Ilalf Blood Knot
The nylon is passedthrough the eye of the hook
as I follow the rules of the knot in the book.
I twist it four timss seund itself and bring back
the end through the loop: but alas and alack,
the nylon is springy and dim is my sightbut I've tied it at last and IU just draw it tight . . .
Without hesitation the nylon uncurls.
To hell with the blood knots-I'Il make do with turlest
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